We study statistical thermodynamical behavior of the vicinal surface with adsorption. We consider the case where attractive lateral interactions between adsorbates are present, which cause the thermal step bunching. As the microscopic model Hamiltonian for the vicinal surface with adsorption, we adopt a restricted-solid-on-solid model coupled with the Ising system. Using the density matrix renormalization group algorithm, we obtain surface free energy and adsorption coverage as functions of the surface slope p. We derive the step tension and the step-interaction coeécient from the free energy. We clarify the origin of the thermal step bunching and the adsorbate-mediated inter-step attraction.
I. INTRODUCTION
For the surface with adsorbates, there are numbers of experimental or theoretical studies on the equilibrium surface structure with adsorbates [1{4] . The surface is often reconstructed by adsorbates; the super-lattice is formed due to the excluded volume eãect of the adsorbates and the elastic interactions among adsorbates and the substrate.
From the viewpoint of the crystal growth, the \ex-cited" structures on the surface such as the surface steps, kinks in a step, and ad-islands/negative-islands are important, since the microscopic crystal growth occurs on such places. The vicinal (tilted) surface is especially important from the same point of view [4{7] ; the steps on the vicinal surface play the role of the \linear sink" of the adatoms on the surface. When the adsorbates exist on the surface, we should study the interplay between adsorbates and the excited structures, since the interplay may cause non-trivial eãects on the behavior of the system. Nevertheless, the theoretical study on the interplay between the excited structures on the surface and adsorbates has not been done suéciently yet. One reason is the diéculty to construct eãective models to explain the experimental results; the vicinal surface with adsorbates shows wide variety of phenomena depending on temperature, adsorption vapor pressure, and the combination of materials. Another reason is the diéculty to make the precise estimation of the \entropic eãect". The vicinal surface belongs to the Gruber-Mullins-PokrovskyTalapov (GMPT) universality class and is in the \criti-cal" state [8{16] . Reliable calculation of thermodynamic quantities in such a critical state is extremely diécult in general.
Recently, a highly reliable numerical algorithm called the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) has been devised [17] . The DMRG, which is originally applied to quantum spin chains, have been successfully applied to two-dimensional (2D) statistical mechanical problems [18] . What we will use in the present work is a variation of the DMRG, called the product wave-function renormalization group (PWFRG) [19] which is suitable for study of vicinal-surface-type critical state [20{22] .
The simplest case of the zero-lateral interaction between adsorbates (Langmuir adsorption [1] ) has been studied in our previous paper [23] . We presented a decorated restricted-solid-on-solid (RSOS) model, and made detailed statistical mechanical study on the roughening transition temperature T R , surface free energy, adsorption coverage Ç, step tension ç, and step stiãnessç. We showed that the decorated RSOS model is exactly mapped to the original RSOS model with the eãective microscopic ledge energy è eã . The decorated RSOS model shows the GMPT universal behavior [8{16] . From the exact analytic equation of è eã , we pointed out the occurrence of the multi-reentrant roughening transition.
For the case of non-zero lateral interaction between adsorbates, we presented the RSOS model coupled with the Ising system (RSOS-I model) in refs. [24, 25] . We found that the årst-order transition occurs on the equilibrium crystal shape (ECS), below the roughening transition temperature; this transition accompanies the thermal step bunching or the quasi-facet formation [24, 25] (see Fig.1 ). We also found that inter-step attraction seems to emerge upon adsorption [25] .
The aim of the present paper is to clarify the origin of the thermal step bunching and the inter-step attraction. For this purpose, we investigate the RSOS-I model in detail; in particular, from the microscopic RSOS-I model Hamiltonian, we obtain the explicit functional form of the surface free energy near the årst-order transition. We also give surface slope dependence of the adsorption coverage. This paper is organized as follows. In xII, we explain the RSOS-I model Hamiltonian of the vicinal surface with adsorption. In xIII, we give brief explanation of the calculation method for surface quantities. In xIV, we consider the case where the steps are weakly coupled with adsorbates (\physisorption" case). We give results of PWFRG calculation. We explain the relationship between the årst-order transition on the ECS and the thermal step bunching (or the quasi-facet formation). The step tension ç and the step interaction coeécient g are shown. In xV, we explain how the interchange between the ordered states cause the årst-order transition on the ECS, based on the form of the free energy obtained by PWFRG. In xVI, we consider the case where the steps are strongly coupled with adsorbates (\chemisorption" case). We show that the årst-order transition occurs without the interchange between the ordered states. In xVII, we show how the adsorbate-mediated inter-step attraction is generated. Calculated results of ç and g for the strongcoupling case is given in the section. To understand the dip in the temperature dependence of g, we give an explanation based on the step droplet picture. In xVIII, we mention the application to real systems. In xIX, we give summary of the paper.
II. SURFACE MODEL WITH ADSORPTION

A. RSOS-Ising coupled model
In order to treat steps, islands, and negative islands on a crystal surface, we consider an SOS model on a square lattice with nearest-neighbor (nn) interactions. The position of each SOS column is expressed in terms of a pair of integers as (m; n). The height of the column is denoted by h(m; n) ( Fig.2 (a) ).
For simplicity, we impose the RSOS condition [26, 27] such that the nn height diãerence Åh should be Åh = 0; Ü1. This simpliåcation is reasonable, because conåg-urations with large jÅhj are energetically unfavorable. The Hamiltonian of the RSOS system is written as follows:
where èis the microscopic ledge energy, and the summation with respect to (m; n) is taken over all sites of the lattice points. The RSOS condition is taken into account implicitly. The statistical mechanical behavior of the RSOS model is well known [26, 27] , and the roughening transition temperature T R of the RSOS model [27] is given by
In order to describe conågurations of the monolayer adsorbate system, we consider two-dimensional (2D) nn Ising model, where each value of the Ising spin Ü1 corresponds to presence/absence of the adsorbates. The adsorbate is assumed to be put on the bridge site of the RSOS surface (Fig. 2 (b) ). We denote the Ising spin at the side between h(m; n) and h(m+1; n) as õ y (m; n), and at the side between h(m; n) and h(m; n + 1) as õ x (m; n) ( Fig. 2 (c) ).
The Hamiltonian of the adsorbates system is written as follows
where J is the coupling constant (for lateral interaction among adsorbates), and H is the external åeld (surface chemical potential). The Ising system also forms a square lattice, which is 45 é rotated from the RSOS lattice. The statistical mechanical behavior of the 2D Ising system is well known [1, 5, 28, 29] , and the order-disorder transition temperature T c is exactly known as
As a microscopic eãect of the adsorbates to the surface atoms, we introduce a microscopic coupling constant ã such that èis replaced by èÅ(1 Ä ãõ). When ã > 0, an adsorbate favors the ledge site, and when ã < 0, the adsorbate avoids the ledge site (Fig. 3) .
The total Hamiltonian for the RSOS-I model is written as follows:
Furthermore, in order to discuss vicinal surface with non-zero inclination, we add the terms of Andreev åeld [30] ! ë = (ë x ; ë y ), which makes surface tilt, as follows:
where we have only the case with ë x = ëand ë y = 0.
B. Lattice-gas representation for adsorbates
We can map the RSOS-I model to an equivalent RSOSlattice-gas model by replacing each Ising variable õ with the lattice gas (LG) variable c (c = (õ + 1)=2). The Hamiltonian of the RSOS-lattice-gas coupled system is obtained from the Hamiltonian (2.5) as follows:
Theè describes the microscopic ledge energy of the \clean", i. e. adsorbate-free, surface, ñ the chemical potential of adsorbates, 4J the lateral bond energy between adsorbates, andã the microscopic interplay constant between adsorbates and the surface. Physically, H is related to the vapor pressure of adsorbates P as H = (1=2)k B T ln P . Instead of making calculations for every combination of the values of the microscopic parameters, we show the calculations on the typical two cases with ã > 0 and J > 0, since our purpose of this paper is to clarify the origin of the thermal step bunching and the inter-step attraction in the case of J > 0.
Note that we can obtain the results for the case of Äã directly from the results for the case of ã, because the RSOS-I Hamiltonian remains unchanged by replacing (ã; õ x ; õ y ; H) with (Äã; Äõ x ; Äõ y ; ÄH).
III. STATISTICAL MECHANICS CALCULATION WITH TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD
The Andreev free energyf (ë) [30] is calculated from the partition function Z as
where N is the number of lattice points of the RSOS system, å = 1=k B T , k B the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature. Physically,f (ë)-ëcurve correspond to the section proåle of the equilibrium crystal shape (ECS) [30] . The system may undergo phase transition as the Andreev åeld is changed, to which we refer as the phase transition on the ECS. In order to calculate Eq. (3.1) by the transfer-matrix method [31] , we map the RSOS-I Hamiltonian ((2.5), (2.6)) to a decorated vertex model (Fig. 4 (c) ) or a 304-vertex model [23{25] . In the transfer-matrix method, the problem is reduced to ånding the largest eignevalue of the transfer matrix. For diagonalization of the transfer matrix, we employ the PWFRG algorithm [19{21] , whose eéciencies has been well established.
The surface gradient ! p (p x = p; p y = 0) is obtained by the thermal average of the height diãerence as follows:
where hÅ i expresses the thermal average, a z (resp. a x ) is the lattice constant for the z (resp. x) direction. We set a z = a x = 1, hereafter. By sweeping the åeld ë, we obtain a p Ä ëcurve.
The magnetization M , the sublattice magnetization M x and M y are obtained by
respectively. The adsorption coverage Ç is calculated as
From the thermodynamics of the surface [30, 13] , the surface free energy per projected area f (p) is calculated from thef (ë) by Legendre transformation as
where ! ë = (ë; 0).
IV. STEPS WEAKLY COUPLED WITH ADSORBATES (ã = 0:1)
A. Large J case
When J is large enough so that the order-disorder transition temperature exceeds the roughening transition temperature T R of the terrace with adsorption, adsorption layer is always in the ordered state at the temperatures less than T R , which means that the freedom of the adsorbates is frozen. Then the RSOS-I system reduced to the original RSOS system by the replacement of the microscopic ledge energy èwith è
The roughening transition temperature of the terrace with adsorption is also given by Eq. (2.2) as è eã =k B T R = 0:633 [27] .
B. Medium J case: The årst-order transition on the ECS When J is not so large, the interplay between the surface system and the adsorbates system becomes significant. As a typical case, we take J=è = 0:25 (T c ò 0:5T R ). We have made statistical mechanical calculation with PWFRG algorithm in the case of ã = 0:1, and H=è= Ä0:02.
At k B T =è= 0:8, we show ëdependence of Äf (ë)=k B T ( Fig. 5 (a) ) and p(ë) (Fig. 5 (c) ); and we show p dependence of f (p)=k B T (Fig. 5 (b) ) and
The curve of Äf (ë)=k B T is consistent with the GMPT universal behavior; f (p)=k B T has a cusp at p = 0; p Ä ë curve shows universal behavior of p / p ëÄ ë c [8{16,32{35], where ë c corresponds to the facet edge. Since we set H < 0, the value of M at p = 0 is negative; and then M increases continuously as p increases. Contrast to the case of J = 0 [25] , M x is almost the same as M y .
At k B T =è= 0:55, the calculated surface quantities are shown in Fig. 6 . All the values of external parameters except temperature are the same as the values of parameters in Fig. 5 .
The årst-order transition on the ECS [36{38,13] is shown in the ågure. There exist two \branches" in respective ågures. One branch corresponds to the surface with the adsorption coverage Ç ò 0, and the other branch corresponds to the surface with Ç ò 1. At p = 0, the surface free energy of the surface with Ç ò 0 is lower than the one with Ç ò 1; then the surface with Ç ò 0 appears. The facet edge position is obtained from the two curves of the Andreev free energy as the cross point of the two curves. At the facet edge, the slope p jumps from 0 to a ånite value p 1 at the facet edge on the ECS; and M also jumps from a negative value (Ç ò 0) to a positive value (Ç ò 1).
For some systems [3,13,36{42] , the form of f (p) for the årst-order transition is expected phenomenologically. Our present calculation gives the explicit form of f (p) and Ç(p) from the microscopic model.
At k B T =è= 0:6, we show another case of the årst-order transition in Fig. 7 ,. At the facet edge, the GMPT behavior appears; while at a certain value of ë, ë q , two curves of Äf (ë)=k B T crosses; then the slope p jumps from a lower value p 0 to an upper value p 1 , and M also jumps. f (p) curve contacts a tangential line at p 0 and p 1 . There should be a region of @ 2 f (p)=@p 2 < 0 in between p 0 and p 1 , where the state would not be realized since the system is thermodynamically unstable. At k B T =è= 0:62, we show surface quantities of a critical point T c (H) deåned as the end of the årst-order transition in Fig. 8 . k B T c (Ä0:02)=èis slightly higher than T c (k B T c =èô 0:567) for the pure 2D square Ising system.
C. Thermal step bunching
When årst-order transition on the surface occurs, twophase coexistence occurs under the condition of a åxed mean slope. The surface with a slope p breaks up into two surfaces with the slope p 0 and the slope p 1 (Fig. 9) . We call this separation of the surfaces as the thermal step bunching.
In the case of p 0 = 0 ( Fig. 9 (a) ), the one of the separated surfaces is the singular surface and forms a wide terrace in the vicinal surface; the other of the separated surfaces with slope p 1 is formed by the bunching process of steps in the vicinal surface. Since the surface with slope p 1 is not the singular surface, we call the surface as a quasi-facet. Note that the boundary between the surface with p 0 and the surface with p 1 is sharp; nevertheless, the quasi-facet itself is rough, because f (p) does not from the cusp singularity at p = p 1 .
In the case of p 0 6 = 0 ( Fig. 9 (b) ), both of the separated surfaces are quasi-facets.
From the thermodynamics of vicinal surface, we have following equations [30] ;
At the two-phase coexistence, we havẽ
From Eq. (3.6) together with Eqs. (4.3), we have
The equation Eq. (4.4) means that the f (p) curve contacts with a tangential line with slope ë q at both points p 0 and p 1 . We show an example of the coexistent surfaces by Monte Carlo calculation in Fig. 1 , where p 0 = 0. The surface made up of bunched 24 steps forms a quasi-facet with the slop of p 1 , and adsorbates segregate on the quasi-facet.
D.
Step tension and step stiãness At lower temperatures than T R , f (p) takes the GMTP universal form [8{13] as follows:
where ç is the step tension, a z = 1 is the unit length of the step height, and g is the step interaction coeécient. From Eq. (4.2) and Eq. (4.5), ëis obtained as
By assuming that ëÄp curve has the form of Eq. (4.6), we obtain step tension çand step interaction coeécient g from the least square åtting of the calculated ëÄ p curve to
The obtained step tension and step interaction coeécient are shown in Fig. 10 (a) and (b). For T < T c (H) ô 0:62è =k B , there are two branches in both ç and g; one branch corresponds to the step on the surface with the adsorption coverage Ç ò 0 and the other branch corresponds to the step on the surface with Ç ò 1.
The two branches of ç converge to the curves of Ising approximation of the RSOS surface with è eã = (1+ã)è= 1:1èand è eã = (1 Ä ã)è= 0:9è , respectively, where the explicit forms of ç and the step stiãnessç are given [23, 44, 45] as
The two branches of g converges to the curves obtained from the step stiãness through the following universal relation [14, 15] ,
Therefore, the character of a single step is preserved, although the årst-order transition occurs.
In the temperature region of k B T c (H)=è< k B T =è< 0:9, the curve of çand g converge to the ones calculated from 2D square Ising model with è eã = è . Since the adsorption layer is in the disordered phase with Ç ò 0:5, the adsorbates come randomly to the step ledge.
At higher temperatures than 0.9 (k B T =è> 0:9), the values of çshift upwards and the value s of g shift downwards from the values of 2D Ising system with è eã = è . In this temperature region, the multi-level height conåg-urations of the surface increases since ç decrease; then the multi-level objects block step deformation, which increases the step stiãness. In addition, the çuctuation of a single step is suppressed by the multi-level objects, entropy in the step free energy decreases, which increases ç.
V. FIELD-INDUCED FIRST-ORDER TRANSITION
In order to get intuitive insight for the origin of the årst-order transition of the surface, we present a mean åeld theory via Callen's identity [46] .
We choose a certain site b = (m b ; n b ) on the lattice. We rewrite the Hamiltonian H vicinal (Eq. (2.6)) as follows: 
Here we have the relation hjÅh x ji ô p + éand hjÅh y ji ô é . Therefore, when ã > 0, surface steps and surface roughness give rise to a positive eãective åeld. From the Callen Identity [46] ,
Note that f (jÅhj) = f (0) + (f (1) Ä f (0))jÅhj holds for arbitrary function f due to the RSOS condition (Åh = 0; Ü1). We then rewrite RHS of (5.8) 
For the better mean åeld approximation, we uses equations (5.10) and (5.11). We approximate hjÅh y;b j=Qi as h jÅh y;b j Q i = hjÅh y;b ji hQi : (5.14)
We have, from Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11), the selfconsistent equations in the mean åeld approximation:
We introduce quantities M and Å as 
In Fig. 11 and 
The Therefore, for ã > 0, M and Å increase linearly as p increases; and the rate of the increase is proportional to ã. We can see this from Fig. 11 clearly. For T < T MF c
, the årst-order transition occurs in M Äp curve. There are two solutions for the Eq. (5.24) ; the one corresponds to the equilibrium state and the other to the metastable state. We show M Äp curves for several temperatures in Fig. 12 .
This årst-order transition is similar to the åeld-induced årst-order transition in the ferromagnetism. In the case of H < 0, as we can see from Eq. (5.4), M < 0 at p = 0. As ë increases, p increases; then H eã increases from a negative value to a positive value. This sign change of the H eã cause the abrupt change between the ordered states, which we call the åeld-induced årst-order transition. When H ï 0, M is always positive for every p. Therefore, the årst-order transition never occurs.
VI. STEPS STRONGLY COUPLED WITH ADSORBATES (ã = 0:5)
When ã increases, the interplay between surface steps and adsorbates becomes larger. We give the PWFRG results in the case of ã = 0:5, J=è= 0:15, and for H=è= 0; and Ä0:01 in Figs. 13-15 .
In Fig. 13 , we show surface free energy f (p) as the function of p. ëÄ p curves and M Ä p curves are given in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 , respectively. The Monte Carlo results are also shown in Fig. 16 Similar to the case of the small ã, the årst-order transition occurs for H < 0. In the p Ä ë curve, p always jumps from p 0 = 0 to p = p 1 (T; H). This means that the thermal step bunching of the type shown in Fig. 9 (b) does not occur.
What is remarkable for strong coupling case is that the årst-order transition occurs even for positive H (ô 0) in a temperature range near k B T =èô 0:4 (which is close to the critical temperature T c ô 0:340 of the \pure" Ising system). Since there may not occur the sign change of the eãective åeld for H > 0 case, the explanation given in the previous section cannot be applied to this type of the årst-order transition. We may call this type of årst-order transition as \çuctuation-induced" transition.
There exists two end points (k B T =è = 0:45 and k B T =è= 0:35) of the çuctuation-induced årst-order transition. At theses points, there occurs the second order transition. Interestingly, we have found that f (p) does not take the well-known GMPT form at these points.
In order to see this, we draw Äf (ë(p))=k B T -p u curve in Fig. 17 . From Eq. (3.6), (4.5), and (4.6), we obtaiñ
where we have expanded f (p) as
From the ågures, the linearity of the curve is the best when u = 4 at k B T =è= 0:45 and k B T =è= 0:35. g seems to vanish at the endpoint of the çuctuation-induced årst-order transition.
VII. ADSORBATE-MEDIATED INTER-STEP ATTRACTION
A. Inter-step attraction caused by density çuctuation of adsorbates
We show that the density çuctuation of adsorbates give rise to short-ranged attractive interaction between the steps.
In the coarse-grained description, the Ising part H Ising and the interaction part H int in the Hamiltonian (2.5) can be written as [46, 47] (in the Gaussian approximation for the Ising åeld);
where the åeld û(x) denotes the local deviation of magnetization from its mean values on the terrace, ñ m is the \mass",h(x) is the \height åeld", and r x is the derivative along the x direction. After performing the integration with respect to the åeld fû(x)g as,
we obtain the eãective Hamiltonian as
The second term H step is the Hamiltonian for the interaction between steps given as
is calculated by way of Fourier transformation; we obtain the term which amounts to the exponentially decaying form exp(Äñ m jy Ä xj) of the interaction.
Therefore, adsorbate-mediated step interaction is of short ranged, and the strength of the adsorption is proportional to ã 2 . Note that the sign in front of the integral is always minus implying that the interaction is attractive.
We think this inter-step attraction is the origin of the çuctuation-induced årst-order transition mentioned in the previous section.
B. Terrace width distribution
To conårm the inter-step attraction in the RSOS-I system, we have made Monte Carlo calculations. We study the terrace width distribution function of the surface with two steps (Fig. 18) . In Fig. 19 , the two-step terrace width distribution function are shown for ã = 0:1 and ã = 0:5. The value of parameters are chosen so that the åeld-induced (for ã = 0:1) årst-order transition or the çuctuation-induced (for ã = 0:5) årst-order transition occurs.
For ã = 0:1, double broad peaks are seen in the terrace width distribution, which can be attribute to the weak inter-step attraction. The attraction is not strong enough to cause thermal bunching.
For ã = 0:5, there are two sharp peaks, and we have conårmed that the peak width is essentially independent of the system size. The oã-peak values of the distribution reduce to zero in the large system size limit. Thus, the steps form a bound state due to adsorbate-mediated inter-step attraction.
C. Step tension and step interaction coeé cient
For ã = 0:5, we obtained step tension ç and step interaction coeécient g by the least square åtting of the calculated p Ä ëcurve Eq. (4.7). We shows the results in Fig. 20 and Fig. 21 .
In the lower temperature than T c ô 0:34, and for H ï 0, ç and g converge to the RSOS one with è eã = 0:5è , since M (Ç) ô 1. When H < 0, the åeld-induced årst-order transition occurs.
In the temperature region T c < T < 0:6è =k B , ç and g show interesting behavior. When H=è< 0:0035, the çuctuation-induced årst-order transition occurs. As we decrease temperature from T ô 0:6è =k B , g obtained by the least square åtting decreases continuously; then g becomes negative, where the årst-order transition occurs. For 0 î H=èî 0:0035, further decrease in the temperature cause the increase of g, leading ånally to positive g. At the end points of the årst-order transition, T s;l and T s;u , g becomes zero [24, 25] (k B T s;l =èô 0:35 and k B T s;u =èô 0:45 in the case of H = 0).
As for the case of 0:0035 < H=è< 0:02, ç shows the quasi-reentrant step behavior [48] . One simple possible explanation for the vanishing of g at T s;l and T s;u , might be given in terms of the \single step" mechanism; due to Eq. (4.10), vanishing of g implies divergence of step stiãnessç. As a check for this mechanism, we have made the Monte Carlo calculation of the scaled single step çuc-tuation width õ, which is related toç as
The calculated õ 2 is ånite and monotonically increasing for 0:35 î k B T =èî 0:55 (Fig. 22) . Hence,ç does not show divergent behavior, which rejects the single-step mechanism.
D. Step droplet picture
Recall that, in the derivation of the universal relation Eq. (4.10), it is assumed that the steps do not form bound states. In our case, as has been discussed in the previous section, there arises inter-step attraction due to the density-çuctuation of the adsorbate. If the attraction is strong enough, the steps may form bound states, which invalidate the \single-step" universal relation Eq. (4.10). We present here an argument for the vanishing of g in terms of the bound steps.
Assume that step form n-body bound states. By ö n we denote the density of the n-body bound step (by ö 1 , we denote the ordinary non-bounded step density). Since each bunch of n-bound steps can be regarded as a single multiple-height step, the system of n-bound steps may be again in the GMPT universality class. Hence, we have the following expansion of the vicinal surface free energy f f = ç n ö n + B n ö 3 n + (higher order tems); (7.6) with
where ç n is the step tension of the n-bound step, andç n the corresponding stiãness (ç 1 = ç,ç 1 =ç). Note that, roughly (in the order-of-magnitude estimation), we have [49] ç n ò nç 1 ; (7.8) ç n ò nç n ; (7.9) which leads to
Since the surface gradient j ! p j relates to ö n as
Hence, g can vanish if n diverges: g ! 0 (n ! 1).
In the above argument, we have åxed n. There may, however, the cases where the value of n is distributed in a range. In other words, steps form \droplets" with mean droplet size hni (See Fig. 16 ). In such cases, we should modify Eq. (7.14) to
which also vanished as the mean droplet size hni diverges. We think that this step droplet picture gives a valid explanation for the vanishing of g at T s;l and T s;u . Seemingly similar n-body bound step have appeared in the discussion of \quantum n-mer" [50] . In ref. [50] , it has been shown that energy balance between the long-range (elastic) repulsion and the short-range attraction leads to formation of stable n-bound steps (quantum n-mers). We may refer to this mechanism of the formation of bound step as the energy origin. In contrast, our mechanism may be referred to as the entropy origin, because the short-ranged attraction itself is generated by çuctuation of the adsorbates density.
VIII. APPLICATION TO REAL SYSTEMS
Let us brieçy comment on the relevance of the present work to existing experimental observations. Adsorptioninduced faceting or step bunching has been reported in various systems [3,51{61] . For some systems, the faceting or the step bunching has been reversible upon adsorbate adsorption/desorption, which suggest that the adsorption-induced step bunching is of thermodynamic origin. For example, the giant step formation observed for Au on Si(001) surface [51, 52] is understood as the thermal step bunching of the åeld-induced type which we have proposed in the present paper. Au atoms on Si(001) have attractive lateral interaction among themselves, suggesting that J > 0; Au atoms avoid ledge of the step on the surface [52] , which suggests ã < 0. The macro step formation observed for Ga/Si(111) system [60] may also be understood as the åeld-induced årst-order transition. Ga atom favors the step ledge [60] , and changes step energy [60] , which suggests ã > 0. It is known that chemisorbed oxygen on Ag(331) [54] or Ag(110) [53] causes faceting, which is reversible upon O 2 adsorption and desorption. Ozcomert et al observed the vicinal surface of O/Ag(110) system [53] , and they gave a phenomenological form of f (p). Their f (p) is quite similar to our f (p) curve in case of ã = 0:5, J = 0:15, H = 0 and k B T =èò 0:4. Therefore, the system may possibly be a realization of the step bunching due to the adsorbate-mediated inter-step attraction.
IX. SUMMARY
We have studied the interplay between the vicinal surface and the adsorption below the roughening temperature. In this paper, we have clariåed the origin of the thermal step bunching or the quasi-facet formation by making detail calculation on the surface thermodynamical quantities.
We have presented the restricted solid-on-solid model coupled with the Ising model (RSOS-I model) on the square lattice (Eq. (2.5), Eq. (2.6)). The coverage (Ç) of the adsorption is assumed to be less than 1, and the surface height diãerence between nearest neighbor (nn) site is restricted to f0; Ü1g. We have introduced the coupling constant ã between the surface and the adsorbates. Small ã corresponds to the physisorption system, and large ã corresponds to the chemisorption system. We have concentrated on the case of the attractive lateral interaction between adsorbates (J > 0).
We have calculated, by the transfer matrix method, the Andreev free energyf (ë), p-ëcurves (p is the surface slope, and ëis the Andreev åeld), and M -p curves (M = 2Ç Ä 1). As an eécient computational algorithm, we adopt the product wave function renormalization group (PWFRG) algorithm [19] which is a variant of the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) algorithm [17] .
The surface free energy per projected area f (p) is calculated from the Andreev free energyf (ë) by the Legendre transformation.
Step tension ç and step-interaction coeécient g are obtained from the least-square åtting of the calculated p Ä ë curves to the Gruber-MullinsPokrovsky-Talapov (GMPT) universal form of f (p).
For steps weakly coupled with adsorbates (ã = 0:1), the åeld-induced årst-order transition occurs as Andreev åeld ëchanges, where the surface slope p assumes a ånite jump. This åeld-induced årst-order transition occurs for T < T c and H < 0, where T c is the critical temperature of the 2D Ising system, and H is the magnetic åeld connecting to the chemical potential of the adsorbates ñ as H = ñ=2 + J.
For steps strongly coupled with adsorbates (ã = 0:5), the çuctuation-induced årst-order transition occurs. This çuctuation-induced årst-order transition occurs for T ò T c , which occurs even at positive H. The origin of the çuctuation-induced årst-order transition is the adsorbate-mediated inter-step attraction caused by the density çuctuation of adsorbates on the surface.
For positive H, at the end points of the çuctuation-induced årst-order transition, the step interaction coeé-cient g vanishes. This vanishing g phenomena has been explained in terms of the step-droplet picture.
The phenomena of the step bunching have usually been discussed under the non-equilibrium conditions such as the electromigration [62] . We would like to stress that the adsorption-induced bunching or the quasi-facet formation discussed in the present paper is an equilibrium phenomenon, giving a novel mechanism of the step bunching. 
